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The Data



We Know What We’re 
Looking For







Audience Think Feel Do

Journalists / 
Public

Shipt is 
employing 
opaque, unfair 
labor practices to 
its workers

Dutiful Report on the pay cuts 
and worker stories that 
communicate their 
impact

Unorganized 
Shoppers



Audience Think Feel Do

Journalists / 
Public

Shipt is 
employing 
opaque, unfair 
labor practices to 
its workers

Dutiful Report on the pay cuts 
and worker stories that 
communicate their 
impact

Unorganized 
Shoppers

Your employer is 
unfairly cutting 
others pay, and 
yours could be 
cut, too

Determined Join other organized 
shoppers in sharing 
data and stories



Audience Think Feel Do

Unorganized 
Shoppers

Your employer is 
unfairly cutting 
others pay, and 
yours could be 
cut, too

Determined Join other organized 
shoppers in sharing 
data and stories

Instead of aggregates, show portraits of single workers, of 
how their pay has changed and how it has impacted their 
livelihoods
Data: Same data, different knowledge

Focus more on who else has contributed where they are 
from, how many others you are joining by organizing
Data: 
Locations of other shoppers (what city / community?)
Collect data on media traction (number of articles? Social 
media impact?)



Context Matters
Data: GPS Traces for workers during the 
day

Information: Location, speed, mode of 
transit, where they spent time.

Knowledge: 
● Their commuting path to work
● Real time spent at workplace
● Time spent on train vs car vs walking
● ???



Context Matters
Data: GPS Traces for workers during the 
day

Information: Location, speed, mode of 
transit, where they spent time.

With Context:
● COVID-19 Safety

Knowledge: 
● Number of Interactions under 6ft 

while at work



Context Matters
Data: GPS Traces for workers during the 
day

Information: Location, speed, mode of 
transit, where they spent time.

With Context:
● COVID-19 Safety

With Data: COVID case counts

Knowledge: 
● Relative covid risk
● Time spent on public transit in 

high-risk areas



1. What data is available, or could be 
collected?

2. What kinds of information can you 
create with that data?

3. How can context, additional 
datasets, and experience turn that 
into knowledge?

1. What audiences are you targeting?

2. What do you want them to think?

3. What do you want them to feel?

4. What do you want them to do?



Audience Think Feel Do

Campaign Goals:

Data

Info

Knowledge

Wisdom

Data

Info

Knowledge

Wisdom



Audience Think Feel Do

Grad 
workers

Problems I’ve had in 
the institute could be 
fixed by a union if I 
helped get more 
people involved

Dutiful, 
Empowered

Organize colleagues 
for a card campaign

Campaign Goals: Win a union vote for graduate workers at my institute

Data

Info

Knowledge

Wisdom



Campaign Goals: Win a union vote for graduate workers at my institute

Data

Info

Knowledge

Wisdom
Data Available: # of union members in each dept, # of grad workers in 
each dept, associated organizers, events they have attended

Data Collectable: Survey items on student experience, social network 
(who are you friends/ close with?), 


